
Retractable 
carry strap for 

wheelchairs

For select power wheelchairs.



Carrying things from  
a wheelchair can be  
frustrating, limiting and risky. 
Fumbling to secure a laptop, groceries or outdoor gear 
on your lap while using your wheelchair is not only 
embarrassing and slows you down, but costly  
if they’re damaged when they hit the ground. 

The LapStacker gives you an extra set of hands so you can 
move with confidence, independence and freedom.

Watch the video by scanning  
the QR code or visit  
adaptdefy.com/lapstacker/

Easy to use
Conserve your precious energy - make carrying things easy.

01 
Pull the straps over  
the objects on  
your lap

02
Clip the buckles  
together

03
Roll with 
confidence

http://adaptdefy.com/lapstacker/


The finger-friendly loops  
and magnetic buckles make 
clipping the straps together 
easy, even if you have 
reduced hand function. For full installation instructions  

scan the QR code or visit  
adaptdefy.com/lapstacker/installation

The straps sit neatly  
by your side, ready  
when needed. 

Using the LapStacker allows 
me to do some practical 
tasks, like carrying a picnic 
basket, so that my wife or 
carer doesn’t have to. It also 
shows my kids that Dad can 
do stuff, which makes me feel 
great! This may seem like a 
small thing, but it all adds up.

Johnny (C4 Tetraplegia)

For a full list of case studies  
scan the QR code or visit 
adaptdefy.com/lapstacker/casestudies

http://adaptdefy.com/lapstacker/installation
http://adaptdefy.com/lapstacker/casestudies


Retractable 
carry strap for 

wheelchairs

For select power wheelchairs.

Permobil New Zealand Ltd.
181A McLeod Road
Te Atatu South
Auckland 0610 
New Zealand 

Phone 0800 115 222 
 
Email: sales.nz@permobil.com

www.Permobil.com/en-nz

Authorised New Zealand supplier  
for Permobil power wheelchairs
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Hi
Me and my good friend invented  

the LapStacker so I could easily 

carry things on my lap without 

dropping them! It’s been a game 

changer and I hope you love it too.

 
Mike

To learn more about us and the LapStacker  
scan the QR code or visit our website. 
adaptdefy.com

Live the Greater Than Life

Follow us     @adaptdefy

http://www.Permobil.com/en-nz
http://adaptdefy.com

